
INSIGHTS ANALYTICS 
AND REPORTING

Asset-intensive organizations generate mountains of data every day. With 
limited resources, companies need to find efficient ways to identify data 
anomalies and prioritize activities to ensure the maximum return on their time 
and resources.  

PowerPlan Insights delivers interactive, visual dashboards and analytics tools to 
support data driven decision-making that can lead to improved financial results. 

With Insights, dashboards are connected to your PowerPlan solution modules 
allowing users to drill down into the details of current data for nimbler 
management of resources. 

User-defined metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) provide specific 
insights based on each user’s role – then continually roll-up to the overall 
corporate objectives. PowerPlan utilized more than 20-years of industry 
experience to provide key metrics that have the greatest impact on a 
company’s overall return with PowerPlan Insights. Executives can monitor 
high-level financial performance and KPIs, accountants can respond to data 
requests, project managers can quickly and easily access all of their projects, 
and tax accountants can confirm proper income and property tax liabilities and 
payments. 

Additionally, non-technical users can create their own dashboards and reports. 
Exploring the data within PowerPlan, to generate presentation level reports 
directly out of the solution without assistance from IT.  It’s your choice to 
configure profiles according to your requirements with little effort, including 
limiting users to read-only access.

PowerPlan Insights enables customers to spend less time collecting and 
formatting data and more time gaining actionable insights for faster and easier 
decision-making.

VALUE DELIVERED
Drive Performance Across  
the PowerPlan Platform
•  Executives can track key metrics 

over time and support a cycle of 
constant improvement for their 
financial data 

Gain Actionable Insights and 
Quality Data for Faster and 
Easier Decision-Making 
•  Interactive dashboards allow for drill 

down into module specific data for 
further investigation of results and 
trends 

Empower Users with 
Prioritized Views 
•  Users can personalize their 

dashboards and build their own 
KPIs to monitor the information that 
is most important to their role 

UNLOCK THE POWER OF POWERPLAN SUITE DATA



INSIGHTS ANALYTICS AND REPORTING – KEY FEATURES
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Interactive Dashboards Drill into data, with a graphical view, to immediately identify the source and magnitude of 
trends and variances across your entire suite of PowerPlan solutions.

Analytical Scorecards Quickly highlight performance trends, identify variances and alert users with insights that 
enable fast and effective decision-making for executives, managers and analysts.

Self-Service Exploration
Access data and perform analytics with agility and speed as a non-technical user. Using 
dynamic charts and graphs, quickly and intuitively identify the information that is most 
important to you. 

Report Designer With an easy to use drag and drop interface, build on-demand, presentation ready reports 
without support from IT.

Best Practice Reports
Includes out-of-the-box, solution specific and role-based best practice analytics for each 
of PowerPlan’s suites. Key metrics, which have the greatest impact on a company’s 
overall return, have been provided based on PowerPlan’s more than 20-years of industry 
experience.

Cloud Delivered
To meet the needs of the security, reliability and performance required by asset-intensive 
business, Insights is offered on the PowerPlan Cloud Platform extending the power of your 
solutions and allowing for rapid deployment, cost efficiency, ease of use and continuous 
upgrades.

Mobile Enabled
Ready to use when and wherever you are located. Monitor dashboards and reports when 
you’re on the go from any device, enabling you to find, analyze, create and share insights at 
any time.

Profile Based Security
User permissions to access organizational information can be secured at the data level 
allowing administrators to grant users access to the information related to  
their role.


